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Objectives

• Describe the current research data management climate

• Outline good data management practices and standards

• Provide resources that can assist in meeting data management needs 
and requirements



“a scholar’s positive contribution is measured by the sum of the 
original data that he contributes. Hypotheses come and go but data 
remain. Theories desert us, while data defend us. They are our true 
resources, our real estate, and our best pedigree. In the eternal shifting 
of things, only they will save us from the ravages of time and from the 
forgetfulness or injustice of men.” 

(Santiago Ramón y Cajal, 1897)

y Cajal, S. R. (2004). Advice for a young investigator. MIT Press.



Current Research 
Data Management 
Climate

• Federal and foundation funders

• Publishers

• Focus on Rigor and 
Reproducibility



NIH Data Sharing Policy (2003)

NIH and Data Sharing

Helsinki Open Transport Data Manifesto. Created 
by Epsi Platform.  CC-BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


OSTP Memo, Feb. 23, 2013:

“Each agency’s public access plan shall:

Ensure that all extramural researchers receiving 
Federal grants and contracts for scientific research 
and intramural researchers develop data 
management plans, as appropriate, describing how 
they will provide for long-term preservation of, and 
access to, scientific data in digital formats resulting 
from federally funded research, or explaining why 
long-term preservation and access cannot be 
justified”

NIH and Data Sharing

Helsinki Open Transport Data Manifesto. Created 
by Epsi Platform.  CC-BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


NIH Genomic Data Sharing Policy

Large scale data (2014): 
GWAS, SNPs, genome sequence, transcriptomic, 
metagenomic, epigenomic, gene expression

Requirements:
• Genomic data sharing plan
• Shared no later than date of publication

Helsinki Open Transport Data Manifesto. Created 
by Epsi Platform.  CC-BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


NIH and Data Sharing

DRAFT NIH Policy for Data Management and 
Sharing released (2019)

* The draft guidance is anticipated to be fully 
implemented by 2022

Helsinki Open Transport Data Manifesto. Created 
by Epsi Platform.  CC-BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


NIH and Data Sharing

• All grant applications, regardless of amount of direct 
costs requested, must include a Data Management 
and Sharing Plan

• The individual Institutes, Centers, and Offices will 
fully assess the Data Management and Sharing Plan 
for its appropriateness and completeness as part of 
the review process

• Compliance with the Data Management 
Plan becomes part of the Terms and Conditions of 
the Award and failure to comply with 
the Data Management Plan may result in 
enforcement actions

Helsinki Open Transport Data Manifesto. Created 
by Epsi Platform.  CC-BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


NSF and Data Sharing

• Required Data Management Plan for full 
proposals (2011)

Helsinki Open Transport Data Manifesto. Created 
by Epsi Platform.  CC-BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://www.flickr.com/photos/epsiplatform/8147358070
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


Data Sharing and Other Funders



Publisher Requirements

“Refusal to share data…in accordance with this policy will be grounds for rejection…must specify 
that data are deposited publicly and list the name(s) of repositories along with digital object 
identifiers or accession numbers”



Publisher Requirements

• “All data necessary to understand, assess, and 
extend the conclusions of the manuscript must 
be available 

http://www.sciencemag.org/site/feature/contribinfo/prep/gen_info.xhtml

http://www.sciencemag.org/site/feature/contribinfo/prep/gen_info.xhtml


14
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe1515172#t=article

Publisher Requirements

http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe1515172
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http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe1515172#t=article

Publisher Requirements

http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe1515172


Publisher Requirements

https://www.statnews.com/2017/06/06/data-sharing-rules-disappoint/

https://www.statnews.com/2017/06/06/data-sharing-rules-disappoint/


Publisher Requirements

• As of 1 July 2018 manuscripts submitted to ICMJE journals that report 
the results of clinical trials must contain a data sharing statement 

• Clinical trials that begin enrolling participants on or after 1 January 
2019 must include a data sharing plan in the trial's registration. If the 
data sharing plan changes after registration this should be reflected in 
the statement submitted and published with the manuscript, and 
updated in the registry record.

http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/publishing-and-editorial-issues/clinical-trial-registration.html

http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/publishing-and-editorial-issues/clinical-trial-registration.html


Rigor and Reproducibility

•New guidelines for grants started January 25, 2016

• Scientific premise must describe strengths/weaknesses of prior research

• Scientific rigor to ensure robust/unbiased experimental design, methodology, 
analysis, interpretation, reporting of results

• Consideration of relevant biological variables

• Authentication of key biological/chemical resources



Rigor and Reproducibility

•New guidelines for grants started January 25, 2016

• Scientific premise must describe strengths/weaknesses of prior research

• Scientific rigor to ensure robust/unbiased experimental design, methodology, 
analysis, interpretation, reporting of results

Full transparency in reporting experimental details

• Consideration of relevant biological variables

• Authentication of key biological/chemical resources



20http://www.nature.com/news/policy-nih-plans-to-enhance-reproducibility-1.14586

“a complex array of other factors seems 
to have contributed to the lack of 
reproducibility. Factors include poor 
training of researchers in experimental 
design; increased emphasis on making 
provocative statements rather than 
presenting technical details; and 
publications that do not report basic 
elements of experimental design”

http://www.nature.com/news/policy-nih-plans-to-enhance-reproducibility-1.14586


ClinicalTrials.gov

21
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The Final Rule



Detailed information collected from 271 publications 

• 59% stated hypothesis and number/characteristics of 
animals

• 13% used randomization

• 14% used blinding

• 30% of publications that used statistical methods did not 
describe methods 

Animal Research

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0007824
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• Scientists in haematology and oncology departments at Amgen tried to 

confirm findings from 53 “landmark” studies

• Findings confirmed in only 6 (11%) cases. 

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v483/n7391/full/483531a.html

Reproducibility of Preclinical Research

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v483/n7391/full/483531a.html


Rigor and Reproducibility

Fig 2. Estimated US preclinical research spend and categories of errors that contribute to irreproducibility. 
Freedman LP, Cockburn IM, Simcoe TS. The Economics of Reproducibility in Preclinical Research. PLoS Biol. 
2015;13(6):e1002165. Published 2015 Jun 9. doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002165



Joint workshop June 2014: NIH, NPG, Science 

Consensus from journal editors:

• Rigorous statistical analysis

• Transparency in reporting

• Data and material sharing

• Consideration of refutations

• Consider establishing best practice guidelines for:
• Image based data
• Antibodies
• Cell lines
• Animals

http://www.nih.gov/about/reporting-preclinical-research.htm

Principles and Guidelines for Reporting 
Preclinical Research

http://www.nih.gov/about/reporting-preclinical-research.htm


• New guidelines for grants started January 25, 2016
• Scientific premise must describe strengths/weaknesses of prior 
research

• Scientific rigor to ensure robust/unbiased experimental design, 
methodology, analysis, interpretation, reporting of results

Full transparency in reporting experimental details

• Consideration of relevant biological variables

• Authentication of key biological/chemical resources

http://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/index.htm
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NIH Rigor and Reproducibility

http://grants.nih.gov/reproducibility/index.htm


Findable Accessible Interoperable Reusable



Documentation, documentation, documentation

Findable Accessible Interoperable Reusable



Tony Hirst. “Imprting cells with QUERY Select in google spreadsheet” 2010 https://www.flickr.com/photos/psychemedia/4270188042/
Wikipedia.org  “Base Pairs”. 2001 http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Hoogsteen_and_Watson%E2%80%93Crick_base_pairing.png
Carolina Biological Supply. “Lily pollen meiosis, anaphase II” 2011 https://www.flickr.com/photos/carolinabio/6240931651/
ZEISS Microscopy. “Drosophilia adult brain with proboscis” 2013  https://www.flickr.com/photos/zeissmicro/11404028293/

Your data

https://www.flickr.com/photos/psychemedia/4270188042/
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5c/Hoogsteen_and_Watson%E2%80%93Crick_base_pairing.png
https://www.flickr.com/photos/carolinabio/6240931651/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/zeissmicro/11404028293/


Proteinbiochemist. “lab bench” 2009 https://www.flickr.com/photos/proteinbiochemist/3167660996/

34

But what about…

https://www.flickr.com/photos/proteinbiochemist/3167660996/


NaomiShomer. Surveyor Assay Workflow. Wikimedia 2016. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Surveyor_Assay_Workflow.jpg

35

and…

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Surveyor_Assay_Workflow.jpg


Tudor Barker. “C++ code snippet” https://www.flickr.com/photos/tudedude/21904978214

36

and also…

https://www.flickr.com/photos/tudedude/21904978214


Creating 
Data

Processing 
Data

Analyzing 
Data

Preserving 
Data

Giving 
Access to 

Data

Data management lifecycle

37



Think about your current workflow…

Creating 
Data

Processing 
Data

Analyzing 
Data

38



Can you easily locate raw data?

http://blogs.technet.com/cfs-file.ashx/__key/CommunityServer-Blogs-Components-WeblogFiles/00-00-00-76-18-metablogapi/2055.HSG09091001_5F00_71EB0EE6.jpg Figure from a paper 

http://blogs.technet.com/cfs-file.ashx/__key/CommunityServer-Blogs-Components-WeblogFiles/00-00-00-76-18-metablogapi/2055.HSG09091001_5F00_71EB0EE6.jpg


Can you connect different types of related data you 
collected?

40https://www.microscopyu.com/articles/superresolution/images/stormintrofigure4.jpg
http://parts.igem.org/wiki/images/0/05/BerkiGEM2006-Promoters.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mgdtgd/3507973704/in/photostream/

https://www.microscopyu.com/articles/superresolution/images/stormintrofigure4.jpg
http://parts.igem.org/wiki/images/0/05/BerkiGEM2006-Promoters.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mgdtgd/3507973704/in/photostream/


Are your naming conventions consistent with others on 
your team?

Rat A
Rat 001 ?

41



http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/

Don’t end up here!

42

http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/


Multiple errors in table

http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/

43

Don’t end up here!

http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/


Multiple errors in table

Did not alter conclusions in article

http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/

44

Don’t end up here!

http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/


Multiple errors in table

Did not alter conclusions in article

BUT, could not locate primary data

http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/
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Don’t end up here!

http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/


Don’t end up here!

Multiple errors in table

Did not alter conclusions in article

BUT, could not locate primary data

http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/
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http://retractionwatch.com/2013/10/30/nejm-paper-on-sleep-apnea-retracted-when-original-data-cant-be-found/


“had published duplicate pictures in several cases and had repeatedly failed to exert
due diligence in organising her area of study over a long period of time.”

47
http://retractionwatch.com/2016/11/02/leading-diabetes-researcher-acted-negligently-probe-concludes/

Or here!

http://retractionwatch.com/2016/11/02/leading-diabetes-researcher-acted-negligently-probe-concludes/


Data management best practices
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Files



sam_1262011.tif

50

File Names



sam_1262011.tif

12 June, 2011?

December 6, 2011?

January 26, 2011?
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File Names



sam_1262011.tif

12 June, 2011?

December 6, 2011?

January 26, 2011?

Scanning acoustic microscope?

Systolic anterior motion?

Sam the postdoc?

52

File Names



sam_1262011.tif

Unambiguous dates, the ISO standard:

• YYYYMMDD  or YYYY-MM-DD
o e.g. 20120612 = June 6, 2012

• YYYYMMDDTHH:MM:SS
o e.g. 20120612T14:03:12 = June 6, 2012 2:03:12 pm 

12 June, 2011?

December 6, 2011?

January 26, 2011?

53

Scanning acoustic microscope?

Systolic anterior motion?

Sam the postdoc?

File Names



1 rat 
heart



100s 
of slices

1 rat 
heart



100s 
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100s of 
slides
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100s 
of slices

100s of 
slides

1000s of 
image files

1 rat 
heart

TIF TIF TIF TIF TIF TIF

100s of huge 
images

3 postdocs

5-7 experiments 
a week…



1. Embody their content, including major parameters
AtherRat_ex012_ather_lipitor_128.tif

61

File names should…



1. Embody their content, including major parameters
AtherRat_ex012_ather_lipitor_128.tif

2. Have non-cryptic/intuitive names where possible
AtherRat_SOP_DataValidation_v01.docx

62

File names should…



3. Be extensible. “ex001” not “ex1”

63

RawData1.xlsx
RawData10.xlsx
RawData2.xlsx

*
*
*

RawData01.xlsx
RawData02.xlsx

*
*
*

RawData10.xlsx

x ✔

File names should…



4. Be unique, where possible and practical.  Avoid 20 files called 
“data.xlsx” in different folders

64

Data.xlsx Data.xlsx

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4

Data.xlsxData.xlsx

File names should…



4. Be unique, where possible and practical.  Avoid 20 files called 
“data.xlsx” in different folders

65

Data.xlsx Data.xlsx

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4

Data.xlsxData.xlsx ???

File names should…



5. Do not use special characters – restrict file names to numbers, 
letters, and underscores

66

File names should…



6. Use consistent, documentable rules for naming files
AtherRat_012_056_mb_0423_raw.csv

AtherRat = experiment name
012   = experiment number
056   = sample number
mb = stain used, methylene blue
0423  = 2-digit coordinates of image (4 across, 23 down)
Raw  = data stage

67

File names should…



68

File names should…
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File names should…



Data Collection

70
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Your variables
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Your variables
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Your variables
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Your variables



•Intuitive / meaningful variable names e.g. study_id
•What do variable names mean?
•What does each variable contain?
•Are there a limited set of possible values?

Name Field Type Description Possible values Units

study_id text Unique ID of 
study

8-digit number

date_enrolled date Initial subject 
enrollment 
date

Date in format YYYY-MM-
DD; All dates later than 
2011-09-01

weight integer Weight of 
subject

lbs

75

Your variables
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Your variables
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Workflows



Workflows

NaomiShomer. Surveyor Assay Workflow. Wikimedia 2016. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Surveyor_Assay_Workflow.jpg

78



https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/record/NCT00797888?term=NCT00797888&rank=1

79

Workflows: Clinical Protocols



• How, when and who will do the work?

• Will data be reviewed for quality?

• Who manages the entire process?

80

Workflows: In the weeds

http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/20000/velka/field-of-
weeds.jpg

http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/20000/velka/field-of-weeds.jpg


Workflows: In the weeds

• How, when and who will do the work?

• Will data be reviewed for quality?

• Who manages the entire process?

81

http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/20000/velka/field-of-
weeds.jpg

http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/pictures/20000/velka/field-of-weeds.jpg
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Who is responsible for data management?
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Everyone!
(but everyone means no one)

Who is responsible for data management?



Assign a person to be responsible for ensuring:
✓ Naming conventions adhered to
✓Minimum documentation
✓ Version controls followed
✓ Data backed up

84

Quality Control



Storage

85
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Storage @ ECU

•PirateDrive
•Dataverse—for final datasets
•For information about where to store sensitive data: 
https://datagovernance.ecu.edu/sensitive-data-storage-
and-transmission/

https://datagovernance.ecu.edu/sensitive-data-storage-and-transmission/


If you are going to use cloud storage: 
• Check ownership policies
• Pick >1 provider

87

CLOUD 
STORAGE

Cloud Storage



Where is data stored in different 
parts of the workflow?



Creating 
Data

Processing 
Data

Analyzing 
Data

Preserving 
Data

Giving 
Access to 

Data

Lab computer?

Data Lifecycle
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Data

Laptop?
Google Drive?

Data Lifecycle



Creating 
Data

Processing 
Data

Analyzing 
Data

Preserving 
Data

Giving 
Access to 

Data

Institutional Server
External HD?

Data Lifecycle



Creating 
Data

Processing 
Data

Analyzing 
Data

Preserving 
Data

Giving 
Access to 

Data

Repository

Data Lifecycle



Data Lifecycle

Creating 
Data

Processing 
Data

Analyzing 
Data

Preserving 
Data

Giving 
Access to 

Data
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Multiple locations



95

Security Considerations
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Security Considerations

http://pixabay.com/p-538722/?no_redirect



http://pixabay.com/p-538722/?no_redirect
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Security Considerations

http://pixabay.com/p-538722/?no_redirect
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CLOUD 
STORAGE

Security Considerations: HIPAA
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CLOUD 
STORAGE

Security Considerations: HIPAA



Preservation

100



storage ≠ preservation



Protects from: Hardware obsolescence

102

Preservation



Protects from: Software obsolescence

103

Preservation



Collection vs Dissemination

Preservation
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Preservation



≠

Microsoft Excel Molecular Devices 
pClamp Software

106

Preservation



If your data is irreplaceable…



Encryption and Compression

108

Data Formats



Can’t assume you own your data
Check for:

•Funder policies on data ownership
•Institution policies on data ownership

109

Data Ownership



Providing Access

110



111

000100101011000
001100010101010
100001001010110
000011000101010
101000010010101
100000110001010
101010000100101
011000001100010
101010100110000
0

What is a repository?



112Storage

Access

Preservation

Storage vs. Preservation vs. Access
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Institutional

Cross 
Disciplinary

Discipline 
Specific

Repository Types



http://www.nlm.nih.gov/NIHbmic/nih_data_sharing_repositories.html

114

NIH Data Sharing Repositories

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/NIHbmic/nih_data_sharing_repositories.html


http://www.re3data.org/ 115

Research Data Repositories

http://www.re3data.org/


http://www.re3data.org/ 116

Research Data Repositories

http://www.re3data.org/


Figshare



Figshare
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Institutional Repositories

The ScholarShip http://thescholarship.ecu.edu/

http://thescholarship.ecu.edu/


Data Publishing



•Access vs. meaningful access
•Well-documented data
•Using standards

121

Providing access to your data



http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1605148

“One of the risks posed by these expanding repositories is the production of 

“data dumpsters”: repositories of data without the metadata, data 

dictionaries, or documentation needed for meaningful or correct reanalysis.”

Avoiding Data Dumpsters

http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1605148


Data standards define:
•what to collect
•how to represent the data
•a vocabulary to use
•how to communicate the data

123

What are data standards?



https://www.nlm.nih.gov/cde/

124

NIH Common Data Elements

https://www.nlm.nih.gov/cde/


https://www.nlm.nih.gov/cde/ 125

NIH Common Data Elements



FAIRsharing.org



Clinical Data 
Acquisition 
Standards 
Harmonization
(CDASH)



Tools for Data Management

128



https://dmptool.org

129

Data Management Planning Tool

https://dmptool.org/


DMP Tool: Templates
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Open Science Framework

https://osf.io/

https://osf.io/
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Open Science Framework
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Open Science Framework
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GitHub
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GitHub
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General Purpose

Inventory Management

DNA tool integration

Lab Notebooks



• Plan data management before starting research

• Can’t ignore the march toward research data management and 
sharing

137

Conclusions
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Conclusions



• Plan data management before starting research

• Can’t ignore the march toward research data management and 
sharing

140

Conclusions



Thank you!

Email: browderk@ecu.edu.

mailto:browderk@ecu.edu
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